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PARAMETRIC'DESIGN STUDY
 
RECUPERATOR DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
 
SOLAR BRAVTON CVCLE SvSTEM
 
The purpose of this report is to present the results of a parametric 
design study for the development, of a recupe-ator to be utilized in a closed 
Brayton cycle space power system whicr will use solar energy as a heat source' 
and argon as a working fljid. This repor concludes the work coraipleted by the 
AiResear-ch Manufacturing Division of The Garrett Coeporation during the f;rst 
three months of National Aeronautics and Space Adrinscration Contract 
NAS 3-2793k
 
The parametric design, study was ccnducted to prov;de sufficient data so
 
that opitmum recuperAtor dperating cc-ditTo-s may be selected for the Brayton
 
cycle. The study covered a recupeatthr efeac: veness range frcm 0.75 Po 0.95
 
and a range of LP/P of friom 1/2 to 4 percent for bah hot and cold flows. The
 
analysis has employed the specified Brayton cycle boindary conditions and gas
 
flow: shown below.
 
Tempe-atureR, -essuF; psi, 
Cold Inlet 801 13,8
 
Hot Inlet 1560 6.7
 
Gas Flow Rate 'f each side)- 5669 lb-nin :Argon. 
Four types of heat exchangers were exa'7;ned. These are, plate fin 
trclttpass cross-counterfiow, plate fin pure ccdnte~flow. tubular rultipass 
cross-counterflow,,and tubular pure conterfThv, For each type an AiResearch 
IBMK computer program was used to obtain a selpes of de3;1ns over a wide range 
of p'roblem condttions. F&r each'type of eaz excrarger, curves have bee; 
t
prepared to show tfe change in fleat exchanger elghqr a'd dirensions for
 
varying effectiveness-and pressure drops The Plots include results for the
 
beat exchanger coes only and for the manifolced and packaged cores, Isometc
 
drawrags of representative mantfolded and packaged cores are also included
 
AXIAL CONDUCTION IN COUNTERFLOW HEAT EXCtANGERS
 
The problem of determrining the perfor.ance of a pure councerfliow heat
 
exchanger with heat conduction in the direction of tIow was discussed in
 
AiResearch- eport L-5895 (Reference I,. Furr'er consideration has been given
 
to this problem. The method of determining the effect of axial conduction in
 
a counterfl'Iw- heat exchanger presenued.in Apzendix D of the above referenced
 
report haIs been reevaluated and the fol lowing rev!sion cade­
L-9372
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TI, T2 	 temperature of hot, 
cold fluid 
TW 	 wall temperature ,of sur­
face s-aparating hot and
 
cold fluids
 
Tr 	 dT) 0 CP'1 CP2 specific heat of hot,
 
T dT(= 	 cold fluid
 
j'x0 h1, h2 film heat transfer
 
Tcoefficient . on hot) cold
 
side, 
T2 0 	 W flow rate of hot, cold2 fluid
 
L 	 heat exchanger length
x=O 	 x=L
 
A metal area available for X m heat conduc~ip in 
direction of flow
 
h4, 	 heat transfer conductance
 
on hot; col side
 
retal therral conduc­
tivity
 
The conditions of steady state, co-sta-: soec;fic heats and co!fstant flln
 
eat transfer coefficients were-assured. A:so, the terral resistance of the
 
ieta-l 	surfaqe separating the hot and- cold fl-*ds was assured to be negl;gible
 
-opared to.fhat of the fluid films. In other words -The problem thus 
)eco7es one-dimensional. oy 
For .adifferential length A.x of tie heaz exchanger, energy bal'ance 
-quations may Se written for the hot a-d co*c fluids a-d for the surface 
By allowing Dx - 0 one obtains the differential equations;eparating the-

)f terperature distributions,
 
A(T 	 I = dT 
B(Tw -T 2) dT2
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D(r w T2) - (r - -.= 2 
(hA) 12' 
where A r I C = wcp L 
- (hA) -(hA
 
C L 
 kAL
 
dTi'
 
By.Lntroducing d u Nthe Above equations are cbanged into four first order 
differential- equations. That is, in matrix notation 
frTV = r 
0G -c -0 SD 
and r l 0 A 0 -A
 
Seepking solutions of the form
 
e
J{T} 

leads to the characteristic equation
 
2u (ABa 0+0) LA~ AD-BCE-(A -B), D 0 
If21; and u4 are the non-zero real and disrnct roots of the expression 
in brackets above, then the solution o- the diffe'rential equations is 
1, 3x 4x2
j -KII + {Kj e + _K. e 'K 4 e 
'a AIRESEAqCH MANUFACTURhG DIVISION L9372 
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where { .B 
B i
 
The coefficients X. are deter-ined fron the equations which result from 
Ha-hnemann
the substitution of the boundary conditions into the solution above. 

(Reference 2) carried this, through a-d then proceeded to find-an explicit
 
exp.ression for the heat exchanger te-perature effectiveness. His results 
are
 
,rather lengthy and therefoj'ewill not be repeated here. Howaever, it must be
 
pointid out that-when the characteristic equation hds multiple roots the ­
solution above must be modified accorcing to ,-ell established rules. Multiple
 
= B and C = D.
roots occur for instance when A C or when A 

.The heat exchanger temperature effectiveness was found for the case when 
A =B and C -, that ls- when W I Cp 
= W2 Cp2 ' Cp and ,hA = 2 tIt is 
(NC 
-­
kA c pCwhere 

P
 
NTU.= (A
 
WC
 
P
 
F+ l -i
 
NC
 
m
 
cosh 2Np - I 
srnh 2Np 
If thermal conducti-viry is ne-ligible, the above equation for qffective­
ness reduces to the familiar equation
 
E I 
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When C , the effectiveness equation becomes
 
m
 
lim E = 1 ­
lint= 2N -"-cosh 

C -- o +c
 
U sinh~2N
 
And when Nsoj the effectiveness equation is in the limit
 
C
 
tim E = - m
 a C M t 
If in the above equations"N = and C
, 
 ,m E--' :/2 as expected.. 
'The effectiveness equation discussed above was verified by comparison
 
wit results obtained by G. D. 8ahnke-and C. P. Howard 'Reference 3). Bahnke
 
and -oward used a nu-erical finite-difference method to calculate the
 
effectiveness of a periodic flz. frotar type ,eat exchanger when heat
 
conduct+on in the direction of :kn4 is allowed for. Their case of "infinite
 
rotor speed" is-equivalent to a direct trarsfer type counperflm4 heat exchanger.
 
BASIC'DATA FOR AXIAL FLOW OUTSIDE TUBE BS DLES
 
A Iiierature search was cz-ducted to obtain either analytical or 
erpirical data on the fluid friction and beat transfer characteristics of gas 
flow paraliel.to, and out'ide of, plain tube bundles. Most of the pertinent 
papers that were found dealt with the pro3lem of cooling fuel rod bucidles in 
nuclear reactors. As a conseqcae-ze the test -odeis that were used in gathering 
the exper.mental data presentec H these papers had relatively low tube spacing
 
tb.diameter ratios and also Sot, iegth to diameter ratios- All of the avail­
able experirental data falls in tie turculent flow region, Only a theoretical
 
friction factor expression has zeen obtained for flows in the laminar region.
 
Figure I gives a sunmary -f these -data. Curves 'I) are from Keys and 
London (Reference 4) and they are for gases flowing inside of plain round 
tubes when the wait temperature :s constant. Except for curves (I, all other 
curves and data points are for flaws outside of tube bundles. The data points 
located within the triangles a,d circles were obtained from tests conducted at 
AiResearih. The test conditions were discussed in detail in AiResearch Report 
L-3895 (Reference I). It will suffice to mention here that the tubes were 
arranged in a triangular bundle dtilizing an-equilateral tube spacing. Curve 
(2) was calculated from Sparrow's (Reference 51 analytically derived curves and 
it seems to be Jn fdF rly good a-reement with the plotted AiResearch data near 
the transition region, 
Curves (3) are Palnmer's 'Reference 6' data for very closely spaced smooth
 
tubes, The test fl-ui.d was air. The test lattice consisted of seven rods
 
spaced in an equilateral cluster within a hexagonel chamber with circumferential
 
segments of tubing attached to the chamber walls to simulate the adjacent rods
 
of a large array. ,In Reference 7, te st data has been correlated for water
 
flowing parallel toa bundle of tubes arranged equilaterallv with a center
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spacing to diameter rato of 1.4. This test core also'included tube sectfons
 
at the outer lImits of the tube bundle to simulate a large arrav. The
 
recomended corraation is
 
16
J, 0.0205 'Re- 0 Pr -.209
 
.
far Reynolds'numbers fro 10 to 1.21 X l0' The equation isplotted'as curve
 
(7). The aforementioned provision of tube sections to simulate large arrays
 
was not made in any of the other tests discussed here.
 
Curves (4)' are Kattces 'Reference 8' data for a symmetrical and circular
 
cluster of 19 tubes. Equal spacing batween all tubes and the channel wa]ls was
 
maintained by means of helically anplied spacer ..ires. The heat transfer data
 
Was obtained with air, the friction data with vater. Curve (5) is tackewicz's
 
(Reference 9) data for a sy-retrical circular Gluscer of 19 tubes. The tubes
 
were equally spaced but uihhout v"ec2'anical spacers. The test fluid was -vater.
 
And finally, curve (6) is Le Tourneau's (Refere'tce 10) data. The test core
 
consisted of P9 rods equilaterally staced to-for a hexagonal cluster. A
 
special test section with a hexagonal interior cross section was constructed
 
to accoimodate the core. Water was used as the test Fluid.
 
In summa.ry, considerable aroJ-t of data is available in the turbulent flov
 
region (Re > 5000) and no satisfactory data'has been obtained for the fu-Ily
 
developed lamiar flow re: on ,Re - 2
2C00). Hc"rer at high effectiveness and
 
'low pressure drop condit-r'-s tre pore counterflow tubular heat exchanger is
 
certainly an attractive pcssibility. Therefore laninar flow Is of greater,
 
interest and AiResearch isplanning 2 s-all -scale pest program to obtain data
 
In the low Reynolds nur.a, range. An outline of this test program is included
 
inAppendix A.
 
COUNTIERFLOW TUBULAR HEAT EXCHAN ER DESIGN PROGIVM 
Throughout the para-etric analysis four types of heat transfer matrix
 
have been considered, pure counterflod and cross-counterflow plate and fin heat
 
exchangers and pu.ecounterflow and cross-councerflow tubular heat exchargers.
 
At the time of the -proposa AiResearch was able to analyze and design heat
 
exchangers of three of those types rapidly and accuratel, utilizing IBM digital
 
computer programs. No cc-'uter program was available at this time to analyze
 
pure counterfldw heat 'excangers in sufficient detail to permi't their accurate
 
design. A program wa therefore written for the 18K 7074 Digital Computerwhic&
 
would permit the rapid and accurate evaluation of pure counterflow tubular heat
 
exchangers. This computer program is described briefly below.
 
Pure counterflow, twa fluid heat exchangers are designed by an iteration
 
procedure- Any fluId co-bination of liquids and gases can be uttlized. Five
 
fluid properties for the fuldi on bath sides are available in the farm of
 
Lagrangiah tables, These five fluid properties are specifi'c heat, vlscbsity
 
Prandtl number, compressiility and density. If the fluid being considered is
 
a liquid, density ts-esti-ated from the table and no use is,wade of the
 
compressibility table. If the fluid is a gas then campressibiiity may be read
 
fromx the table and utilized inan equation to calculate gas density. In this
 
case nouse is-made of the density table.' The LaSrangian tables utilized are
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curves bi'the particular fluid property versus temperature stored in the
 
computer in the form of pairs of p6ints: When utilizing these tables the
 
computer Fnterpolates between te stored values to determine the fluid
 
properties at the actLal temperetures required. In addition to being able
 
consider bundles of pain' round tubes the computer program is capable of
 
ana~yzn surfaces with longitudinal fins on the outside of the tubes and
 
tutbulators inside the tubes. Heat transfer and friction factor data for
 
both inside and outside the tube'bundie is fed into the machine in the for-i of
 
Lagrangian tables of Reyiolds nu-ber versus Colburn modulus and Reynolds ru-ce;
 
versus Fanning frictic- factor. In all designs formulated by this co-puter
 
jrogram the effect of axial conduction on heat exchanger performance is caicj­
lated.- An option is a~ailable in the input tty this program as to whether o­
not it is desired to resize the heat exchanger where the effect of axial
 
conduction is appreciable.
 
Problem condition :nput parameters required incTude'flow rate, inlet
 
temper.ature, inlet pressure and pressure droa available on both sides of tne
 
hbat exchanger. Ir is also necessary to spe_;fy either effectiveness on re
 
side ef the heat excharger or total heat rejectinn required. Pressur4 drops
 
may be specified either in psi or as a percentage of the-inlet pressures. The
 
fluid properties are evajuated at bulk avera:e temperatures and Eas dens;tes
 
are calculated on the hasis of the perfect gas law, but 'a entioned abo:e
 
compressibility factors fV4 can also be utilized. Bulk average te perature
 
was selected as i-n all cesigns foiruiated for-solar Brayton cycle applic3:.ors
 
the flow regime within the ieat exchanjer is laminar. The program.Ces;K-'s ory
 
the actual heat transfeP matrix and the ca-puter does not formulate snifaic
 
or packaging concepts. Allbh-,ances are, hor-ever, made for shock iosses at the
 
entrance and exit of t-e tube jurdle and roentut p-ressure losses on both sides
 
of the heat exchanger are calculated.
 
In addition to- s5paying the 5eat transfer and pressure drop char3czer;sties 
of any surface being arayzed in the for- of lagrangian taoies,other strfee 
property parameters are required. Tne'surface input information req~ire­
includes tube dia-eter, tube spacing, nwtbar of fins and fin heigbt ';here f's 
are utilized) and a-if -aterial thicknesses. Material densities and ther-i 
conductivities are _*so sapplied in order to determine the weight, fin e4 ec­
tiyenels and axial ccnzction parareters for the heat exchanger design. 
Options are availabla as to the type of overall heat exchanger configurat~on 
required- Basically ti-e Progra- merely sizes the heat exchanger in ter-s of 
the number of tubes required and the tength of tubas required. It is, of 
courSe, possible to, ar-ange this tube bundle into almost any shape and stli 
have a heat dxchanger ;dth he.sae performance capability. Heat exchancer 9a:e 
area may, therefore, be e pressed either in terms of aspect ratio or in ter-s 
of one controlling dirension. 
Output data frcom thts compater program is available in two forrns Soth of
 
these, foms ctearly'spa-';fy the problem condit. s being examined, that is,
 
flow rates, temperaturesapd pressures, In the short form output eli the
 
information that is speaified, is the surface geometry being considered and Z.re
 
actual solution obtained ith this geonetry. This type of'output form is sh..n
 
in'Fi-gure Z. The second Or long form of output that is availbble is shon ib
 
jigure 5. This long form output shows the same information as the short fern
 
output but has a-number of dditional quantities also shown. These additional
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quantities include mass veloclty Reynolds number and heat transfer conductance
 
on both sides of the )eat exchanger. In the examples illustrated in Figures 2
 
and ; there-a-re two answers given for each surface considered. The first of
 
these answers is the solution obtained by the program for a heat exchanger
 
without alflowing for axial conduction. The second solution is tre resized heat
 
exchanger which allows for ax'al conduction.
 
The desi g technique utilized by the conputer program is very strai'ght
 
forward. For any gien problem conditidn and specified r.atrix sarface tie
 
program determines a minimun nunber of tubes and tube length rec.1ired to -eet
 
-the heat transfer require-ents wtnin tne allowable pressure drcp li-rts The
 
program first applies what is known as the impossibility eqUatic- to deter-ine
 
the free-Pldw area for inside the tube bundle. This so-called *-possibiJity
 
equation is a para-eter wh'ch links the heat transfer and presstre drop re­
quirernents of one side of-a heat excranger into a 'single para,ets-. The na-le
 
impossiili[ty equation stems from its most common use vhich Is t' dvterrine
 
whether or not i.t is possible to baild a heat exchanger to the zi-en conditions
 
within a specified envelope. Having determined a free-flow area *hnde t'e tuLes
 
on the tube side of the heat exchange-, the program then calcalazes the le-sth
 
,of tubes corresponding to this free-flow area. With this row established tube 
bundle, the progra- next checks whether or not the available pressure d'roD on 
the outside of the tube bundle is exceeded. If this allowable p-essure drcp 
is exceeded the progran then sizes a new tube bundle'based on tre cut;ide the 
tubes corditions. Faving now deter-ned a tube bundle which does not esceea 
thd,,aowable pres-sure 'rdp on either side and which utilizes all the available 
'pressure drop on ,-e side. thi program then calculates the heat-ansfer
 
capabilities of this tube bundle. iF &,s estirrated va!ue of tre heat rans-fer
 
capabilities is not sufficieet to meet the required p-oblen conitions an adjust­
ment is --de to the frea-flcw area on the controlling side of tre tneat exc-anger
 
an'd the goessure drop and heat transfer calculations repeated. 7-is process is
 
repeated .ntIl a satisfactory solktion is fend which zeets bot, the I-eat
 
trasfer a-d pressu-e drop reqjir-e-e-ts. The effect of exial cc-d ctio an ­
.ias heat ekchanger design is the- calculated. The rechod util'zed to deterine 
the effect of axial conduction on this*heat exchanger is that ceermired by 
Al-Research and descrtbed in so e detail earlierj1n this report. At the p-esent 
time the--ethod utilized by the progra is the limited case solution, that rS,
 
the case chat requires the capacity -ates and heat transfer corc.crances ro be
 
the sare on both sides of the rear exchanger. As the capacity race ratio for
 
the recuperator'for the solar powe-ed Brayion cycle system is 0-e. this is a
 
,aleld approximation for calculating the effect of axial co-duct;cn in thrs
 
particular application.
 
Having determined the effectiveness of the heat exchanger casign with the
 
allowonce fo axial conduction, the programn then compares this reactiveness
 
with the effectiveness required. It the two values of effect;ve-ess, that is',
 
the required effecti.veress and the calculated effectiveness, do r)t fail l;thiq
 
one tenth of one pe'rcent of each other the program then designs a second rest
 
exchanger. As in the-preious dasigA iteration, a factor is apolied to rt'e
 
dontrolling side free-f-low area, a new tube bundl" size is dete-ined and its
 
effectiveness aj'&4oing for axial conduction again compared with the required

effectiveness;' The $rocess is again repreated until a satisfactory solution
 
Is determined. 'All loops iteration processes) are counted and if no conver­
.BaSCHPW411AQTURNG OIVISON L-937 2 
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gence i~s found within the specified number of iterations tle atte-pt to find
 
a solution for that particular problem is abandoned& When thls occurs a
 
message tnforming the progran's user of this failre to co-verge is printed 
out together with a solution available in the machine at trat time. The
 
program thter moves on to the next problem condition. With the fir,ally accepted 
solution for any problem conductioni, heat exchanger weight, actual di-ensions, 
and performance margins (always p-esent due to tolel-ances 3r convergece) are 
estimated and the solutions r-ade available as output data sneets in either the 
shbrt or long form described above. tz 
Tk4 above described corputer program was written for zhe IBM 7074 Digital 
CoIrputer (an A-Research in-house faci'lity)?' UtiIizing this progra- ot this 
r.acNrle) it-is possible to obtain solution for-approxirate , 25 d4fferent 
mratrix surfaces in. one minute of operating tnre. This pro: ram can, therefore. 
be utilized to determine solktiois for a large number of srfaces ard a large 
number of problem conditions with minimum usa4e of either e-gineering or 
machine time. 
U MQ "-1-4 Page 12 
HEAT TRANSFER MATRIX PARAMETRIC ANALYSIS
 
The,object of the parametric analysis was to deter-sne the optimum heat
 
e;zchanger design for the solar Brayton Cycle recuperator proble-' conditio-.s
 
specified by NASA. The operating conditions and range of variables to be ex.
 
amined are shown in the introduction section of this report. - Iri order to del 
nine the optimum heat exchanger design for this entire a-ge of operatirg
 
ccndltions, AiResearch considered four types of- fixed bzrdary heaz excb-a-gei
 
The four types of heat exchangers considered ware. "I' cross counter-ficw
 
tubular; '2I pure counter-flow tubilar, (3) cross counter-flow paze and fin, 
.4; pure counter-flow plate and fin. As there is no s~ngie, umique heat 
exchanger i...-ch the specifiel operating cendit,..is optfimun for satisfying all ,
 
for the recuperator. It was necessary to examine each cf the four matrices being
 
considered in detail over at least a part of the specified range. A very large 
number of matrix georetries were analyzed -for each of the four types of heat 
exchangers. The design and analysis of each type of heat exchanger v,ere con­
ducted by utilizing IBM digital ccmputer programs writte- ' by AiResearch 
specifically'to design heat exchangers. Only one re,: c3-puter program ;as 
required in order to examiure these ratrices. This new prcgran, written
 
specificaily for this contract, designs pure counterfic', t'uuar heat e:-a,.ers-
Each of the four types of heat transfer matrix an3l-;zed is discussed igdiiuiilly 
below­
!-iti-PasX Cross Counter3]:,; Tu:,uiar Heat E"cbe-ce'rs 
Ir order to design cross counterflow tubular heat e. orange-s for te rul I 
-
-ange of specified cycle concltions, a very larGe r -uer -. heat tra.-sfer'-atrice
kqere considered. Matrix variables that were co'sidered .-cluoed diferert tuibe
 
diamieters, different tube spacings and both plain anc r nc dirplea tbe- Tve 
-

use of"ring dimpled-tubes increases the heat transfer o the insider surtaze bf
 
t 'e tubet, but also yields a substantial increase in Fr;zzion factor- In sc-e
 
heat exchanger designs, hco.ever, this type of turulerce pronot'cn can o
 
beneficial.. Throughout the analysis, all heat exchangers ;ere ass.-ed t e 
fabricated from stainless steel and the tube viall thic'-ess was Feld.const r
 
at 0-004 inches.
 
The Initial survey of this type of heat exchanger c=nsisted of taking the
 
specified .problemconditions and obtaining heat exchanger cores frc.n the IBM
 
computer program. During this initial, survey, the total available pressure
 
4dro .iri tized in the heat exchanger core. The resJlts obtained fror tlese
was 
computer runs are shcwn in Figures 4, 5 and 6. Figure 4 shows haw the wesToht 
-and basic cQrd dimensiong of this type of heat exchanger very with effectiveness. 
Curves are shown for three different pressure drop le_.eis. The pressure drop
values utilized in Figure 4 %,ere P/,P total Of I percent. 4 percent ano S 
percent. At each different effectiveness, a different rL-7er of passes was 
ugytlized. The number of passes associated with each pa-ticular effect!,eness 
is shown on the curve. As the effectiveness is increasec, it beca-es necassary 
to increase the nunber~of passes as the effect of no interpress mi'x'ln Seco es 
more and more *important as effectiveness is increased. At the very r-igh
 
effectiveness (greater than O.9M even the use of as many passe as 12 does not
 
really approach the idealized condition of pure counterflow. Figures 5 and 6
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show'the effect on weight and core ditensions of varying percentage pressure
 
drops for heat exchanger effectivenesses of 0.75 and 0.93 respectively. On
 
both these figures, curves are shown for -inimuar %.eight sbiut ions and best'
 
size solutions. The definition of these tg.o terms -ay best be explained ais
 
follows. The curves for minimum weight solutions tere obtained by selecting
 
theveights and dimensions obtained fro- the conputer prosram for the matrix
 
which gives the lightest weight solutior o r any parzicj:ar problem. The'so­
called best size'solutions were selected zy picking the heat exchanger matrix
 
which came closest to a conventiona;, rectangular tue bi-die. In almost all
 
cases the best size solution resulted in a substantially heavier core than the
 
minimum weight solution. This ispartic-iarly true at hTgh effectiveness and
 
low pressure dropt At this end of the range of operating conditions examined,
 
even the so-called best size so-lut-lons sz-:l result Ln very long no flow lengths.
 
The type of curve utilized, to illustrate the effect of either effective­
ness or pressure Irop on heat exchanger core weghz and dirensions, is to con­
nect the actual data points obtained by straight I res. This particular methodt 
of presenting the data was selected as i- so e qases interpalation between the
 
actual data points, is not strictly per-'ssible. This is particularly true of
 
th parameter, tube length.. If the cur/as here prepared utilizing.the sare
 
matrix geometry throughout, the- both co-e gereetr-, and core weight would give
 
smooth curves for varying effectiveness E71 pressL-e dr3p. Ho.sever, the sa-:e 
-matrix gepfmetry does not always yielc eit-er nini-_- or best size sol­
utions and snooth curves are not obtairec. If it is desirable to select a
 
core operating at some intermediate cond-,:onj the carves sheen in Figures 4,
 
5 and 6 give a very good indication of t;-e expectet dirensions and v.eight, but
 
cannot be utilized to determine exact d; ..ensions a-, ;e'gz.
 
The second phase oqf,he study of tis oarticuar tzpe of heat transfer 
matrix consi-ted of examining the various possible packaghig rethodi and re­
evaluating pressure Josses in the heet e,.-angers to accz-nt for the necessary 
manifolding. For this particular type of >eat excra ;er a la'ge nur3er of 
packaing concepts are avriable, sor-e of tnee' conre-tio'al, sore of then less 
conventional and all of them yielding dif;erent effects or heat exchanger eighi 
and perf6rmance. 'Early investigations i-to the efeczt a -anifolc pressure 
loss, indicated that with blmo~t all of tte pronisinj corfiguraticns a pressure 
drop split of approximately 8S perce-tt i- :be beat excha-ger core and 15 percent
 
in the man-ifplds resulted in the most" F _'sfactor, solution. As this recuction
 
of I5 percent im the pressure drop being a lo..ed fo- the heat exchanger .cores
 
causes only a slight change in dinensions and weight of the cores, no new
 
designs were made but the pressure drop ;i the existing cesifns increased.
 
The de-skgns shown in the following figures have man;folds assigned to utilize
 
45 percent of the-core drop and the overall pressure drop in these designs has,
 
therefore, been increas-ed by 15 percent I- either side.
 
At the low,effectiIveness and reasonabh, high pressura drop'conditiors, o&l 
heat exchangers derived ut-ilizing this ttoe of core -eitrix. had dimensions close 
to those of typical liquid to Ii-quid tubuar hea exchangers. As the cohrputer 
= p'bgram generates a rectangular bundle a tubeesthesf'rplest possible packaging
 
'is-to put'this bundle of tubes into a "rectangular box. Figure 7 illustrates how
 
' beat exchanger with An effectiveness of 0.75 and a total pressure drop ,jP/P)
 
of 4 percent could be packaged in this'maner. A dlsadvant~qe of this type of
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packag4$fg -isthe 'large, flat, unsupported fares that appear on the top and
 
bottom of the heat exchanger: Trese faces vwouid either have to be built fron
 
honeycombed structure or to have supports or stiffeners provideo in order to
 
contain eventhe low bperating pressures of the arayton Cycle System. The
 
preferred configuratTon for this si-p e type of rectangular tube bundle is 
shown in Figure 8. This configuration is identical to that of a typical liquid 
to Hquid heat exchanger. The io,. pressure fluid flo.,s through the tubes and 
the high pressure fluid makes t;,o'passes across the tube bundle. The design 
shqwn in Figure 8 is also for an effectiveness of 0.75 and a tQtaT pressure drop 
of 4 percent. The core selected ;a this case is of sflghrlj different seometry 
fron that used in F-gure 7, to cc-orn more readily to this type of packaging. 
It cart be seep from the weights s-,,r on the two figures that not only does 
Figure S represent a better press..re vessel, but It also yields a.lighter 
weight solution. As effectiveress increases so does heat exchanger size and 
Figure 9 illustrates how a heat exzhanger .;zh an effectiveness of 0.S would 
appear if packaged in the simples: possible,-anrer. Figure l0illustrates haw 
a package of this type -ay be cna-ged to tinimize the ore long dlmens;on. In 
this case the tubes are merely p-t into tw.o bundles side oy side rather than 
end to end, howeverx as can be seai fro tffe %.,eizhts on these t,o ftsures, 
the reduction in maximun lengtn is also acz-rpanied by an increase in weight. 
In alT the. four illustrations ceszrz;ed so far, tre packaging concepts utilized
 
.h4veappii d primaril to the be&: size solutic-s of Fisgre 4, 5 and 6. In 
01 cases there are solutions ava"aale vhich ha..e substantially lighter,eights, 
The problem of packaging these - . ',.,eig-t satiUons requires a different 
technique than the very sirrple ---a Ulstrated tts far- The' ain packaging 
problem arises from the very larze no' l engths Which acccppny the tigt,, 
restrictive, transfer 5urfaces ,,Acr vield the -"inimur .eight solutions. By 
far the most attractive packagirc concept for tnis type of heat exhaqger core 
Ls the use of multiple concent-r'c rirgs. A typicat configuration for a heat 
dxchanger utilizing this concept a-d designed for an effectiveness of 0.85 and 
a total pressure drop of 2.5 perze-: is s-z..n in Figure '!. The core %.eight 
for this particular d6stgn was 59.3 ls. whie the final wrapped up v.eigbt as 
show;n on the figue, was 9L3 ibs. !t is of interest to rote that the so-caeled
"best'size" core f6r these operat'hs condiions red a core teight of 104 
lbs. 
This weight is 'inexcess of the t:ia ,rapoed weight of tle minihum eigt core. 
As effectiveness increases and pressure drop decreases, the beefits of this 
parti'cular type of packaging are "rcreasec. Ever at toe low effectiveness and
 
high pressure drop conditionsi c-_e use of a single ring design, generally yi-eids
 
the most' satisfactory solution. 7;gure 1IA stows a typical single ring design.
 
Thts annular concept df'.packa-;rg .as, therefore, used for all cores of
 
this type. From the very large rc-ier of heat e).changer cores designed ay the
 
ca-,ipater progrt, -designs %,ere selected for effectiveness of 0.75, 0.80, 0.85
 
and 0.90 and for nominal pressure crops of 1 0, 25, 4.0 6.0 and 8.0. The
 
cores selected for each of 'these op7nts ,ere tnen packaged i-n the concentric
 
ring concept discussed above and _,verali dj'ensicfs and weight calculated.
 
A chart of all" these results was p-epared and is snown in Figure 12. As pointed
 
out above)' no redesrgri of the heat exchanger cores was made to allow for the' 
15 percent manifold pressure losses. The actual pressure losses in the heat 
exchangers are, therefore, a little in excess of the n~oinal values. A table 
showing both the nominal, and actual 'pressure drops for each of the curves shown, 
is included on Figure r2. As in tAe previous figures, the actual data points 
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quoted are connected by a seriesof straight iines. Also, as befo'-e the
 
absence of smooth curves and easy interpolation is due to the fact ti'at as
 
problems condltions~ctanqe, the optimum matrix geometry also changes- These
 
curves of Figure IZ do, however, illstrate clearly the effect of ajth ef­
fectiveness and total pressure drop on recuperators designed utiizn 9 the
 
multipass, dross couarerfioa tubu-tar heat exchanger design concept.
 
t
Muir pass Cross-Counterflow Plate fin p a Eichalqers 
As wfth the mutlipass tubular heat exchanger solutions,. a very *arge number
 
of matrix £enetriis ete considered- for the 1611 range of problem ccnditions.
 
The construczion of all 'plateand fin -atcices considered in this section of,
 
the study utilized O.0W4 in. thick, nickle fPns and 0.006 in.thick, stainless
 
steel pltes throughout. The nicdle ftns are preferred to stainless stee be­
cause of the higher the-mal conductivity of rckle which greatly be-efits the
 
=
usefulness o the extended,sLrface. Fiurei' 13, 14 and [5 sur-narize represent­
ative results ob-tained fron tte ccrputer program used to design the plate fin 
muitipass crosstcounterflow heat exchangers. The results shown in these fig­
ures are for the heat transfer natrix on)'y and no allowance has been -adefor 
packaging or manifolding. Also the full avjilable pressure drop is -sed vithin 
the core ard, as wA.th tjie cross-cOntaflow tubular solutcqs, alic.,e-ces ha.re 
to be made for rwanifoiding pressure lossas. Figure 13 shows tre %eL-t and 
the three basic dire-stcs if the heat transfer matrix plotten aza-s: effecti,e­
ness for three, dtffereit pressure drop levels. As effectivenes& in:reases, so 
does the nu'er of passes and the *u-ter of passes actually utilizec et each 
effectiveness is sho..n on the fisvre. Figures 14 and 15 shc the e -ect of 
changing tttal pressurae drop -n hee enchangers with effect;veness t- 0-75 anc 
0.90 respectively.. Jn all cases ;Jth this type -f heat transer rate- , even 
at the lotest effectiveness and highest pressure drop, the no-flom. c:-ension 9 f
 
the core is very Varge,-.,Nea cz-pared to the other two dimensiais. Trts very long
 
no-flow diretsicn. tntroctces pac'aSng and ranifolding proble-s ard eien in the
 
cases of the so-called pest sizesoiuuons, care'ful attention must ze paid to
 
packaging ;r order to obtain reasonae overall,4,Iensbns
 
Utilizing the sirplest form, of packaging, for this type of-cor, that is, 
leaving tie no-flow di-ension as a single lengthi a core of the tpe ilustrated 
in Figure 16 Is evoled. -This type of design ts ob'lously unaccepza :e from t-e 
flow distribution stardpoint as the an;fold lengths are so great t-at a large 
part of the rLeat trar.sfer mazrtx would be starved of flow. The ver awkward 
-appearance of this core is considerably erphasized by the inlets a-. outlets 
shown- The duct diameters of 8 inon the low pressure side and 6 i-on the
 
high pressure side vere arbitrarily selected and are utilized 'on. aost figures
 
shown 1nt These dvct sizes appear conpatible ain­1-6 paramet iic' s tudy. h 

taining the 'ery low pressure drop throughou-t tqe system. The part ular heat
 
exchanger sn;,n, infiajie 16 was designed for an effectiveness of 0.3 and a
 
total pressure drop of 4 percena. 4ven at these fairly modest opera: ng con­
ditions and utilizina
,
the "best size" type o solution, the overall Package
 
dimensions dingtie simplest form of packagi.ng are not acceptable.' At a
 
slightly htger pressure drop level '6 percdnt and the same effect&.eness
 
and utilizing a form o- packaging which divides the no-flow length 'nco two
 
equal portions, a somewhat,improved forn of packaging may be obtained as
 
illustr4ted inFlgure 1.6a. For the range of operating conditions for the solar
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powered Brayton cycle recuperator, no plate fin matrix was found which resulted
 
in a solution which gave both acceptable v.eight and simple packaging.
 
A comparison of Figures I3, I4,and .*5with Figure 12 plainly shows that 
over the enti-re range of operating cotrditions, not only are the plate and fin 
cores somewhat Uheavier than the wrapped-up tubular cores, but also the com­
plexities of packaging the pla # and fin cores would,not yield as attractive 
packages as'the tubular heat exchangers. There is, therefore, no point in 
the operating conditions of the solar Brayton cycle recuperator where a multi­
pass plate and fin heat exchanger 'yieldsa optimum solution.. Owing to this fact, 
no further~packaging concepts were prepared and no cur-es showing overall 
dirensions and -eiqht of fully packaged piae and fin heat exchangers are 
presented.. 
Pure Counterflow Tubular Heat Exchanqers
 
When the contract to conduct this para-etric survey was received from 
NASA, AtResearch did not have the computer program to design pure counterflow 
tubular heat exchangers. As part of this contract, a progran was written and­
-has been described earlier in this report. The main limitation to the use of
 
this program and to the design o' this type of heat exchanger, is the lack of 
reliable heat transfer and friction factor data for flow outside and parallel
 
to, tube bundles. This lack of data and the search ccnducted by AiResearch 
into the data thar is availabl-e. has also Seen previously discussed in this
 
report. fn,order to detern-ne-ihather or not this type of matrix -,as suitable 
for any part of the range of operati-ng conditions being studied, it was necessary 
to assume some predictable operating cond;t::ns for the flow outside the tubes-
All preliminary investigations of this type of matrix, therefore, used'the
 
Coibrn tlodulus and Fanning friction factcr'data for flow inside plain round 
tuoes. As with the cross-counterfloa tubular heat exchanger designs, all
 
stainless steel construction was used throughout and a wall thickhess of 0.004 
Ih.was naintained. By varying tuoe dia-'ecer and tube spacing,.a large nur-ber 
of matrix geometries were examined For each probiem cndiriin- The results 
obtained frort these preliminary computer runs are sh:.qn in figures 17 and 13. 
In this partictilar type of beat transfer -atrix, thlere are only tv.o overall', 
package dimeosions. These tx-o dimensions are face area (or -number of tubes
 
and tube'le6gth- There is no theoretical limitation in the way the face area
 
is arrangea and throughout the -studyall co-puter results were obtained as a
 
rectangular tube bundle with the face aspect ratio of fLO. The face dimension'
 
.shown in Figures 17 and 18 is, therefore, one side of a square face.. Also 
shown in Figures 17 ard IS are smpil tables showing both the nominal and actual 
pressure drop of each of the curves appearing cr these figures. The nominal 
pressure drops shown represent the actual i-putsctnditions fed into the computer,
 
whie'the actual pressure drops shc.-.n represent the total pressute drop utilized 
in the final design. The difference'between tire nodnal and actual pressure 
drop results froti the fact that o4ly one side of these pure counterflow heat 
exchangers'utiTizes the full 'vailable pressure drop and the other side utilizes 
.only'a fraction of the given input. The,prozram is so written that the side
 
requiring the mostipressure drop is ahtays control)ing and therefore the total
 
pressure drop for any design i-s always less than the nbminal.
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Figure 17'presents a suenar of the minimum weight solutions obtained for
 
the range of operating conditions examined. The range of conditions examined
 
for this type of heat exchanger, .,as- limited to effectivenesses greater tban
 
0.85 and nominal pressure drops of less than 6 percent. From the figure it can
 
be seen that weight increases' rapdJy vi-th increasing effectiveness t[Aile both
 
face area bnd tube length increase at a soae-hat slower rate. The influence
 
of overall, pressure drop on heat aeccanger weight is not great, but its
 
influence on package dimensions is pronounced As pressure drop is decreased,
 
face area increases and tube lergth decrea-ses- In-all the designs utilized to
 
prepare Figure 17, no allom.ance is nade to either dimensions or weiAght for
 
manifolding and packagin§. All desigos do, hn.Iever, consider the effect of
 
axial conduction-. The method of allowing for the effect of axial conduction in
 
this type of heat exchanger, has 'een previously described in this report. It
 
is of interest to note, that at :-e low end.of the range considered (effective­
ness 0.85, tsP/P) = 3.9 per-cent, t-e effect -f axial conduction increases heat
 
exchanger size by approximiately 3 percent. 'At the high end of the operating
 
range (eftectiveness 0.95, (&PVP" - 0.65 percent) the etrect at axial con­
duction on heat exchanger size ircreases to 55 percent. .
 
In order to determine what effect variations in outside tube character­
istics t'ould have on heat exchangar pelrfor-soce some designs where prepared 
using hypothetical values for bot- heat transfer characteristics and ;riction
 
factor- The changes selected in zase cbhara.:eristics %%ere purely arbitrary 
but, .,ere puffki ently large to e-sw-e that appreciable c"anges in-core size 
and height would occur. The desizrs presented in Figures If and 13 utilized
 
the Coiburn rodulus and Fannin. frction factor for flo, ir'plain round' tubes-

The arbitrary changes selected t.e- to increase the friction factor )y 25
 
percent with a corresponding increase in Cola&,rn modulss of 10 percent and to
 
decrease the friction factor by 25 percent %;:n a decrease in Colburn modulus
 
of I0 percent. The effect of tl-ese arbitra-rly selected changes in outside
 
the tube bundle characteristics o-.-eat exc;-anger size -s clearly shot.n in
 
Figure 19. At all effectivenesses frpn 0.65 to 0.95, the effect on heat exr
 
changer weight is very small Oiie the effezt on heat excanger dimensions is 
somewhat greater. The curves si'- n in Figure 19 are.all for-a-cold pressure
 
drop %outside tubes) of I -percent. If d higher norinal pressure drop core 
is considerathe changes in heat exclanger -eight and size are somevhat less
 
while if a lower pressure drop destgn is Eonsidered the effects are slightly
 
greater. The ra-in purpose in preparing Figure 19 vas to show, that although
 
the data available for flow outs'ce and pareil-el to tube bundles is very
 
vague the use of -flow inside pla n round tubes doe not'inva4idatle a compari­
son of pure counterfiow tubular ieat exchanSers with pure counterflow and plate-fln
 
heat exchangers. If, hdWever, it is decided to fabricate a pure counterflow
 
tubular heat exchanger more accurete data would be required in order to obtain
 
an accurate determi-natian of the d-ensions required,
 
As with the cross-counterflk. tubular soution) considerable attention ­
must be devoted to the manifoldir; and packaging concepts ih order to deter­
mine optimum heat e changer conficsratkwn. As stated above, the computer pro­
gram generates a tube bundle with a square face area. Wnile this type of fade 
atea presents a very simple set of core -dimensions, it is almost impossible to 
introduce the outside flow to tte center of 'he bundle, In order to ensure
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satisfactbt- perfornance of cores of this type it is necessary to be sure that. 
the flow on the outside the tube side of the bundle is actually parall-el to 
the tobes rather than across them. It is; therefore, necessary to have one 
small dimension In the fae area ,hMch minimizes the length across the tubes 
over which the flow rust pass. By introducing this Iimitation the other di­
mension of the face area-consequently becomes large and the same packaging 
probtem exists as existed with the cross-counterflow tubular designs. Two 
different methods of pac,egng this type of heat exchanger core -are illus­
trated in Figures 20 and 21. Figure 20 shvws how the one long dimension of 
the face area may be divided Unto several shorter straight lengths. A zneans 
of igtroducitg both the l-.ct and cold fluids to this type of overall config­
uration is also ilustratee in Figure 20. As a direct comparison to the heat 
exchanger shovn n Figure 20, Figure 21 illustrates the identical core 
wrapped up in the sam-e type of multi-concentric ring design as utilized for 
the tross-counterflow t&,iar heat exchangers. Again Figure 21 illustrates 
how the fluid would be introduced to both inside 'and outside the tube bundle. 
the square design of Flgtn-e 2& has'tC'e iitation that it is not a good pres­
sure yessel as it possesses a nuber of large flat faces. This design could
 
be utilized by using honep;2mb panels or some form of stiffening structure
 
but is definitely less desirable than the concept shown in Figure 2k1 In
 
addition to being a better pressure vessel, the multi-concentric ring design
 
also has d slightly lignter weight.
 
Havfng selected the r-Uti-corcentric ring packaging concept as most suit. 
able for this type of ic o :onfiguration, beat ex;changer designs were gen­
erated covering the dasired range of operating condit'ons. - As the severit) 
of the problem corrdizi-rs being considered increases and the heat exchanger 
size increases more and o-a-rings are required. In Fioure 22,which iMlus­
trates the effect of pressure drop level and effectiveness on 'eat exchanger 
weight and size, the nu-xber of rings utilized varies tron 3 tot. As with the 
grevious curves prese-tez far hea exchanger core di..ensions and 'eisht, the
 
small table on FTgure 22 s-ows the rminal pressure drops which were used in
 
the design together \-th ',helactua overall total pressure drops.
 
Pure CounterfIow,P,ate F,' $ea Exc1a-qer
 
The matrices were assn ed to be constructed of stainless steel and to
 
utilize nickel fins 0.0C4 inches thick and plates 0,006 i,nches thick. The
 
ratio of. face area heist :o face area width is arbitrary for this type of
 
heat exchanger and a ratio of 1.0 as utilized throughout the calculations.
 
t
As a preliinary step a Series'of designs was run off on AiReseach s ISM 
7074'computer using the ex~strng design program for this type of heat exchanger. 
The results from these runs are plotted in Figures 23, 24 and 25. Figure 24 
shows the minmur core ,eicht solutlz-ns, and the corresponding core dtnenson 
as a functin of effetve-ess fQr several total P/P ratios. The nominal 
total AR/P ratios repre5ent the total pressure drops that were given as input 
to the computer program. Each side of the heat exchanger was allotted one 
half of the given total,LPiP. fovever)! since only one side of the heat ex­
changer used 'up its allotted pressure drop, the actual total pressure drop 
for the designed core was less than the given nominal total pressure drop.
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for the previous types of heat exchangers,
The curves show similar trends as 

that is, a Warge increase in both core weight and core face dirlnsions occurs at
 
hih effectiveness and low total. Ap/P'ratios.
 
The heat exchanger
The effectof,varying AP/P is shown in Figures 24 and 25. 

the side Shich used up its
parameters are .plottedagainst percent pressure drop o 

is, one half of the give-. nominal total pressure drop.
alloteA pressure drop, that 

core v.,eight ard core face diersio'os bre
From tese figures it is seen that the 
or (eP/P)cold as the case -ay be. Generally,decreased with increasing (AP/P)ho t 
large.
at Joel '/P)hot ratios the f|ow !engths are srall aia the face areas are 
Fee- conductio- and also req~lredThis is undesirable from the staildpotnt of axial 
As 'aresult, before packaging an: -anifolding any of thesemanifold weights. 

designed cores, the heat exchanger design program t-,as rodified to include the
 
effect of axial conduction and the above cores were recalculateJ. Tre effect of
 
axlal conduction was calculated according to the si-Dlified equations presented
 
in anotrer section of this report.
 
.ere developed for t-e
Two types of canffoldLng and packaging concepts 

are shzn in Figures 26 and
plate-fin pure counterflow heat exchangar. These 

27, ,The principal difference between the tvo is t-e ..ay the hot and cold
 
core. The transit;on sect;ois in
fluids are introduced to and removed from the 

Figure 26 are forred by single triangular place-fin sections those of
 
Figure 27 are formed from doubla triangular sectio-s- The eqtra-ce arc ex;t
 
free flow areas on both sides of both concepts are ;iettcal, but ve~g't savings
 
is 4sed in
 are obtained in the double triangular conceot as less are3 and -ass 

ehe transition. The reduction in surface area of t-a transiton sectio-s in
 
the Figure 27 concept over the Figure 26 concept does not affect tne '-eat ex­
changer performance as the slight additional heat cra-sfer tlat occurs'in tnese
 
sections is not considered in the design. In boEh cesigns the inlet an= outlet
 
triarglar transition sections are of a plate-fin c:-atruction ,.'tn i0'o.
densitj
 
of tre cackaz-ez Peat
fins on the cold or high pressure side only. 	The e'-t 

introzcced in the -an-er o
excha-ger'tendsto be less when the fluids are 

Figure 27 as compared to Figure 26, but the double t-Kangular concept of
 
Figure 27 yields a longer overall length. Therefore, the co-puterdesigned
 
cores for the rest of the problem statement range ,ere all p3ckaged ant -ani-

The weights and dl-,resions of tbese eackagedfolded as showo in Figure 27. 
cores, are plotted io Figure 28 against effectiveness. Several c"rves are 
total tP/P ratio. These ratios are'actualshown each for a different overall 

figures and include, besides co're pressure drop, the pressure drop due to the
 
inlet and outlet ranifolds and .transition sections.
 
AY OF HEAT EXCHANGER TYPES
COMPARISON AND SUHF 

has outl ined the corplete investigatio"s
The foregoing ,discusson 

conduted on, the'fbur types of heat transfer -atrices oeing considered.
 
Several isportant conclusions have been dra;n regara'-g each of the types
 
considered. In all cases itwas determined that a p-essure drop split of
 
approimately 85 percent in the core and 15 percent in the manifolds resulted
 
in the most suitable design. Host suitable desigq -nay be defined as tiat
 
or close to mini-un weight heat exchanger
design which yielded minimum weight 
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package coupled with reasonable'dime-sions An examination"of the heat
 
transfer cores orl'ginally designed by the corputer programs eliminated the
 
multi-pass cross-counterflnc plate f> heat exclanger from further consid­
eration- This elimination was possible on the grounds that not only was this
 
type of core much heavier than the ot-er types considered) at all operating
 
Lt was also the most zomplex to package. 4aving ellininated
conditions$ but 

this particular type, careful gonside-ation was given to packaging concepts
 
for eadh of the other three types. Ir,the-case of bath the pure counterf liw
 
and the croSs counterfly-i tubular ,atrices rult:pie co-centric ring packaging
 
was selected as optimum. This type of packagih; is illustrated in Figures II,
 
11A and 21.- With the pire counterflk,plate and fin heat exchangers the
 
choice of manifolding and packaging',,as more I1ited a.id the double triangular
 
transition sections illustrated in FT;jre 27 ..ere selected as- optirum.
 
In order to obtain the isoretric diagra-s, heat exchanger weights and
 
least one layout drawing vas made
diriensions used throughout this report at 

of each of the-concepts considered for each type of heat exchanger. As
 
stated previously, there is no sirpleurique Ieat exchanger concept or type
 
For the range of problea
which is rbsttsatisfactory at all ccrzltions 

conditions examined, that is, effectteness fro- 0.75 to 0.95 and pressure
 
drop ratio iAlP)-TOTAL from I peccent to 8 percent a very rough guide in the,
 
folla..s. At the hignest
selection-of the optimum cores Tay be -ade as 

effectivenesr and Iowest pressure drzz conditiors pure counterflt- tubular
 
heat exchangers- present the lightest ,eight solutions. If ininu- projected
 
area is more valuable than mtnlnu, Ae'gbht pure, ccuncer'c.; plate-fin cores 
mray be used, but at a conslderable .e'.qnt pe-alz',. I- the ;ntdr-ediate range 
- pure counterflw pl.ate-fin solutions I;eld bath -irirnt weight and ninirun 
projected area. At the l6w effective-ess and hig' pressure drop section Of 
the range cross-counterflo, tubular u-;ts have the iibutest-weighti, but 
of pure counterflow plate-f;orojected areas may be reduced by the selezt;-

Figures 29 and 30 have been tre=ared to cc-pare in detail the three
 
types of heat exchangers which are g considered for use in the Brayton
 
These two figures were Drepared by carefully considering the
.cycle systea. 

As the exact pressure drop
infoniration preseAted in Figures 12, 22 and .28. 

,values used in each of these figures do not coincide-a slight-axount of
 
e
interpolatioh was required. The inte-polatios.vi re based on the very large
 
mass of data obtaLned byAiResearch ,-ile forrulating tnese designs-. IM
 
Figure 29 the heat exchangers are cc-zared on the basis of veights and smallest
 
projected are& tht the heat exctanqer-presents from any pa-rticular side, The 
three sets, Of cutves are for'threediferent total percent pressure drops. 
Fro these curves another set of cor~es4 Figure 33, has been prepared which 
projected area designs forpresents! the selected minfinum weight and miti-u 
the given problem statement range. 
In suneary, Figure 30 presents ta recor-re-ded re:uperator designs which 
for the Brayton cycle systenshould be considered when making a selection 
If the NASA selected system conditiors do not coincide vith the actual data 
points, the curvds may be interpolated to obtain approxirate solutions. Since 
this process does.not yield an exact solution, reevaluation of the heat exchanger 
parameters should be undertaken to determi-ne ft'al, design details for the
 
operating condition selected.
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APPENDIX A
 
SMALL SCALE TEST PROGRAM
 
RECUPEATOR DEVELOPMENT PROGRAII 
SOLAR BRAYTON CYCLE SYSTEM
 
In the original proposai for the recuperator development program,
 
AlResearch Repdrt L-3&95, 'Rev. 1, Volume 1, a small scale test program was
 
.proposed. -The purpose of this small' scale test program was to obtain data 
which would eonfl'rm the results of the analytical procedures utiltzed to 
des-ign the heat'exchan~ers. Particular emphasis was made at the time of 
the proposal on tests to evaluate the effects oF longitudinal heat con­
duction In pure counterfiow heat exchangers, Also mentioned at this time 
'was the.posslbtlity of running tests to cbtain data on both nonuniformity o 
flow distribution and basic heat tranrsfer and pressure drop data for flow 
outside and parallel to, tube-bunles. 
As a result of the -work so far copleted, In the recuperator development 
program It has become necessary to' revise and update the original proposed 
small scale test progra.. . The purpose of this report Is, therefore) to 
outline the'actual small scale tests which will be conducted daring the
 
second three months of the study progran. The same three categories of
 
testlng,-that is, axial conduction, flow dlstributlon and basic heat trans­
fer data will still be conducted, however the detaits of the testing In each'
 
of these categories has b een revised. 
AXIAL CONDUCTIOR
 
It has been pointed out prevjousWy that axial conduction can have a
 
severe detrimental effect on pare counterflow heat exchangers where high
 
was
effectiveness Is required. At the -ittne when the original proposal 

written there was no adequate Pears of al!owing for this effect, available.
 
this problem had been derived at AiResear,
Two analytical method4 of tre'etlng 

end these were presented In Appendix D of the above mentioned AfReseaech
 
report. No conflrmatien of these analytical methods wbs at that time
 
available. It was prcrosed that some small scale tests be conducted to
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verify the results of this analytical treatment. The tests proposed were 
that a tube in a tube in a heat-exchanger be constructed and run as a high
 
effectiveness tecuperator. The material and material thicknesses of the
 
inner tube wall would be varied, thus enabling very substantial differences
 
In axial conduction to be investigated.
 
Since the tire of the proposal not only has AiResearch devoted con­
s,iderable addi-tional tiv'e to the analytical investigation of the proble
 
of axial conduction, but the work of other investigators in this field has
 
become avallable. The two main s'utces of other information were from 
papers of Bahnke and Howard and of Hahnenann. The results obtained by both 
of these'nveitiators -References I and 2) yield identdcal results to the
 
revised AiResearch approach to the Problem of axial conduction. The
 
revised Al:Resdarch -iethod was presented in a previous progress report
 
(Reference 3). With the add4tional AlResearch effort and the confirmation
 
available from these other sources AiResearch nowr feels that the previously
 
proposed axial conduction tests are unnecessary and that the current
 
analytical techniques are szt-isfactory.
 
* n the pore counterfl-ow heat exchanger designs where the metal con­
duction path is corptettely defnen, no additional effort is required in
 
the field ,of axial conductior. With the plate and fin heat exchangets
 
however, a probten stitl exists. The definition of 'themetal conduction
 
area and of the true thernal conductivity of the matrix is not fully defined.
 
The tube plate, side plate and header bar metal conduction areas are de­
fined, however. the effect of the fins, parti,cularly the offset type of
 
fins, is not 'so easiry detertined. With offset fins there is no continuous 
path for heat conduction down Lhroug'i the actual finned area. The part
 
of the fin that is brazed to the plates does contribute some additional
 
cross-sectional area to thtepath for'heat conduction. Just h6w much this
 
cross-sectional area affects the a-ount'of heat conduction is not fully 
known. In addition, as i-n many of the heat exchangers the fIns are of a 
.different material than the ptate (nickel fins and steel plates) The
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exact metal conductivity-of the fin-to,plate braze joint is not fully
 
.known. It Is, therefore, proposed that a series of small scale tests
 
be conducted to Jeternine the effective conductivity area of plate-fin
 
cores. A small plate and fin samnple will be fabricated utilizing the type
 
of fins and naterials that are being considered for the Brayton cycle
 
recuperator. The quantity to be determined from these tests iS the product
 
of the thermal conductivity and the cross-sectional area (KA). This
 
quantity Is best defined by the following equation
 
KA=L x%4T 
where Q heat.transferred
 
L =-conduction path-length
 
AT = temperature difference (hot eHd to cold end)
 
'The KA factor for the fabricated samples will be determined by neasuring the
 
overall. electrical resistIvIty of the plate and fin specimen. Frorn this
 
measured electrical conductance It will then be possible to determine the
 
thermal'conductance by.use of the Lorenz number.
 
FLOW DISTRIBUTION
 
Fron the results bf the pareretrkc analysis one of the heat exzhanger
 
matrices of prime interest will be the pure counterfiow plate and fin type.
 
The overall configuration of thi-s type of heat exchanger, which requires
 
triangular shaped peces on either end of the core to permit access and
 
egress of the fluids has been discussed in some detail Inprevious reports.
 
Owing to this requireient for offsetting the flow direction from.the face
 
of the heat exchanger core, ft is possible that some nopuniformity in flow
 
distribution will occur within the core. In very high effectiveness heat
 
exchangers It Is possible that this nonuniformity in flow distribution
 
could have a detrimental effect on heat exchanger performance. While the
 
effect of nonuniformity fi flow distribution on heat exchanger performance
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is subject to reliable analytical technIques, the estimation of the actual
 
nonun formity Is les-s easily estimated. In order to ensure that no real
 
loss In peiformance occurs due to elow maldistrlbutlon in a final design,
 
plate and fin counterflow heat exchanger, a sdrles of small scale tests
 
are proposed.
 
A fluid dIstribution test section will be fabricated from layers of
 
both the hot and cold side fins. The test section will include the Inlet
 
artd outlet trianaular sections with the selected loose fins within them
 
and will also include representative headers to feed each of the layers"
 
within the test section. The simulation of the overall configuration Is
 
necessary as both the inlet and outlet manifolds and the Inlet and outlet
 
trtangular sections may exert a considerable influence on the flow distrt­
bution. Flow distribution will be measured by recording a series of
 
pressures and pressure drops across the width of the heat exchanger. A
 
typlc~l test section, -togetherwith the type of instrumentation which
 
would be utilized, is shown In Figure J. Actual distribution vvuld
 
bd measured In both passages. A considerable amount of previous experience
 
obtained byAiResearch In the field of flow distributionhas sicwl clearly
 
that f cdistribution is a function of geometry only'and' is not affected
 
In any way by any of he conventional flow parameters. Wilth the overall
 
design concept being considered for these plate and fin cores wnich utilize
 
approxlrateTy.8O to 90 percent of the available overall pressure drop
 
wi-thil the heat exchanger core, no serious problemsarA anticipated wtth
 
ftow distrlbution.
 
BASIC HEAT TRANSFER DATA"FOR TUBULAR MATRICES
 
One of the matrides wwhich has been considered throughout the parametric
 
an'alsis has been a pure counterflow tubular heat exchanger. Two main
 
probleris existed in the examination of this type of matrix. At the time
 
of the proposal, Aifesearch did,not have a.rapid and accurate reans of
 
designing, thIs type of matrix for a given application. Also there is
 
I-'ttle hxformation available on either the heat transfer or pressure drop
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Figre I. Typtcal Flow Distrlbution-Test Unit
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characteristjcs-of flo4 outside of'and parallel to tube bundles. The,
 
little data that is available on these characteristics Is limited almo
 
entirely t6 the turbulent flow regime. In the recuperator designs con­
templated for Jrayton cycle apP4icatilons the flow regc-e within the
 
heat exchanger will alrost certainlyblb laminar.
 
Throughout the parz-ietrit analysis considerable effuiL ta vuc p=,, ed 
in eliminating both these drawbacks to Lnvestigating te pure counterflow
 
tubular mattix. A program has been.wrltten for the IEfl 7074 digital com­
puter vihich periits the rapid -nd accurate designing of this type of heat
 
exchanger. This program inciudes the effect of axial cinduction. In an
 
effort to obtain the required basic heat transfer and pressure drop data,
 
an extensive literature survey was conducted. As mentioned above, this
 
survey was not too puccessful as little data was found in the appropriate
 
operating range. During the p-ra-etric analysis , therefore, the data
 
used *or outside the tube bundle has been based on es:h-ated values.
t 
In.vestigations.were conducted todetermine the effect cn heat exchanger
 
-slze of varying these bask characterlstlcs. The resjlts of these
 
Investi,gations, together with thenmost suitable designs deterhined, will
 
be shown In the final parametric analysis report,
 
In the hlghest effectlveness'and lowest pressure drop section of
 
the range of conditi-ons being donsIdered by this para-etric anal'sls,
 
the pure counterflow tubular heat exchangers show prc- se. It is
 
desirable to obtain confirmation of the designs by obtaining more reliable
 
basic data. It is, therefore, proposed that a small test section be
 
builtt utJlztng the tube size and spacing shmn to, the -ost suitable
 
by theparametric analysls.
 
In order' to obtain suitable data from a minilrun e\:enditure test
 
setup, careful,consideration nust be given to the desicn of the test
 
core. The test core which will be built Will contain a tube burdle
 
which would be arranged Ina rectangular bundle with a high aspect ratio.
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The tube length will be at least 3 feet. These overall dimensions
 
are basic tq the.requirement of obtalnt-ng satisfactory data. A
 
reasonable number of tubes Isrequired to ensure that end and edge 
effects do not distprt the results. The rectangular configuration. 
with the high aspect ratio will ensure that the fl-ow on the outside 
of the tubes can be i-ntroduced and removed from the tube bundle with 
minimun end effects. The long tube length will also ensure that a 
fulty established flow regime exists throughout the heat transfer matrix.
 
The tests will be conducted by flow!ig air across tie outside of the
 
tubes and water through the tubes. High water flow rates would be,
 
utilized to rnitmizekhe effect of water side characteristics on over­
all performance, The overall test setup configuration and fnstrunen­
tation which wil be utilized are typical of the mary hundreds of this
 
type of tests which have been previouslj conducted by AiResearch.
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